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WELCOME & PROGRAM BACKGROUND

DATA SCIENCE FOR ALL /
LATIN AMERICA
Welcome to the 2020 Data Science for All (DS4A) / Latin America 
program, sponsored by SoftBank Group International. We are thrilled 
for you to apply to this unique program for data science learning and 
career development.

The DS4A program features the premier data science and AI training in the 
world. Our Teaching Assistant team from top institutions like Stanford and 
MIT will work with you to explore data science in ways unlike any other 
program.  Our training is hyper-practical, based on business cases and 
real-world commercial contexts.

In addition to training, DS4A supercharges your career by matching 
you with actual companies and job opportunities.  Throughout 
the program, you will work side by side with data scientists and 
managers from Latin America’s leading technology companies, 
which include some of SoftBank’s portfolio companies and 
affiliates. Because program entry is merit-based, you will be 
surrounded by top talent.  You will work with fellow participants who 
are engineers, scientists, managers, entrepreneurs, and innovators. 
Participants are from Latin America’s leading institutions and come 
from a variety of industries.

We look forward to working with you over the 10 weeks of the program, 
as we master data science and the many ways it can impact our world. 
Through lectures, interactive cases, and immersive group projects, 
you will learn what is possible from skills like querying big data, robust 
linear modeling, and advanced machine learning. In addition, you will 
be plugged into the region’s most prestigious data science community. 
This packet serves as an overview of the program — how it is designed 
and what it offers you. Are you ready for your future in data science?
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WHO SHOULD
TAKE THIS COURSE?

This program is not for beginners. Instead, it is for elite students and for profes-
sionals who have familiarity with programming, math, and statistics. This program 
takes elite talent and seeks to make them the best data talent in the world.

You do not need to quit your job to take this course. Far from it. Classes are held 
on Fridays and Saturdays so that working professionals and students can partake 
while maintaining their current schedules. 

The program is meant for those who are looking to become better at their existing 
jobs, as well as those looking to move into new jobs. The program offers both 
training and career advancement.

Training will improve your data science skills: you will learn to work faster and 
smarter, connect models to commercial applications, and execute full-lifecycle 
data science work in applied contexts.

The program will also help you with career advancement by finding you new 
opportunities, or helping you expand your current role with new capabilities. Our 
graduates go on to be leading data analysts, data engineers, data scientists, 
founders, and executives with deep data literacy.
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OUR ADMISSIONS 
PROCESS

Entry into the program is competitive and merit-based. We select applicants who are highly 
talented and motivated. The program is open to both working professionals and to students. 
Candidates should have proficiency in programming and prior academic or work experience 
in data science.  The process is open to both junior talent with potential, and senior talent 
with experience.

Since teamwork and networking are critical to the DS4A experience, you will learn from 
other similarly talented participants during the program. DS4A programs feature less than 
3% applicant acceptance rates, so you know you are being placed among the region’s elite 
data talent. The admissions process consists of two steps: (1) an online application and (2) 
our online Skills Assessment.

Once you complete steps (1) and (2), we will notify accepted participants between 21st and 
25th February. There are three key elements that we evaluate in your application:

PROFESSIONAL 
EXPERIENCE: 
We look for candidates with 
demonstrated records of profes-
sional success, as seen in their 
roles and levels within reputable 
companies or institutions

EDUCATIONAL
BACKGROUND: 
We seek candidates who are 
strong learners, as shown 
in previous experience in 
top universities or other 
educational programs

TECHNICAL 
ABILITY: 
We heavily weight our 
online Skills Test in 
evaluating your skills, 
prioritizing top Assess-
ment performers

The Online Application is open Feb 
1 - Feb 21, 2020. This will ask for 
professional information, including 
a CV/resume.

The Online Skills Assessment is open 
Feb 1 - Feb 21, 2020. This is a ~1 hour 
online exam designed to test your 
skills in relevant technical areas. Can-
didates who complete step 1 receive 
a personalized link to take the online 
Skills Assessment.

1 2
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10 WEEK PROGRAM

CLASS CALENDAR

Class runs from 8am - 6pm on Fridays and Saturdays (excluding holidays), to accommodate 
the schedules of professionals who have full-time jobs and who want to learn while 
continuing their jobs. Class dates are shown in the calendar below. 

Classes are held in-person, at training sites in São Paulo, Mexico City, Bogotá, and 
Buenos Aires (specific venues will be announced in the near future).  Teaching Assistants 
will be live at all sites, and the Lead Instructor will teach to all sites streaming from São 
Paulo, answering questions from all sites in real-time.

MAYAPRILMARCH   CLASS 1-16

  PRACTICUM PERIOD

  RECRUITING DAYS

ENGLISH INSTRUCTION

DS4A classes are conducted entirely in English, so strong English comprehension is a 
prerequisite for your admission. All lectures, curriculum, and Slack/Forum communication 
among the class will be in English.

Work in your teams may be in languages other than English, but communication with 
instructors and teaching assistants is in English, as are final project presentations at the 
end of the program.

Our programs have graduated thousands of non-native English speakers, and text-based 
course aids (like Jupyter notebooks used during lectures) help non-native English speakers 
follow and retain course material.  Participants who do not speak English fluently, but 
who have strong English written and listening comprehension skills, can still excel in the 
program.
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CURRICULUM

The DS4A Latin America curriculum was designed with input from leading technology 
companies in the region. It will immerse you in the most critical topics in data science 
today. Our aim is to close the “skills gap” between what you know and what top employers 
want, allowing you to advance your career.

Our curriculum is entirely case-based. Each concept is taught in the context of an actual 
business case, using real-world data. In addition, our curriculum is current: it evolves 
regularly and features the most relevant content. 

The curriculum provides exposure to full-stack data science. You work on each part of the 
data science & AI process, while also going deep into key areas via extended cases and 
project work. 

SKILLS 

DATA WRANGLING & 
EXPLORATORY DATA
ANALYSIS

SKILLS 

TEXT PROCESSING; 
DATA-DRIVEN 
DECISION-MAKING

SKILLS

CRITICAL THINKING & 
DATA INTERPRETATION

SKILLS 

AWS; SQL IN A BIG 
DATA WORLD

WEEK 01 / WEEK 03 /WEEK 02 / WEEK 04 /

SAMPLE CASE

How can we identify 
expansion opportunities 
in luxury airline flights?

SAMPLE CASE

What features 
determine the price 
of an Airbnb rental?

SAMPLE CASE

How can we use SQL to 
efficiently analyze Net 
Promoter Score (NPS) data?

SAMPLE CASE

How do I develop an optimal 
strategy for sending a  per-
sonal message for each of my 
customers? 

SKILLS 

CLASSICAL MACHINE 
LEARNING MODELS & 
CROSS-VALIDATION

SKILLS 

REGULARIZATION;
DEEP LEARNING; NLP & 
SENTIMENT ANALYSIS; 

SKILLS 

REINFORCEMENT 
LEARNING; RECOMMENDER 
SYSTEMS & COLLABORATIVE 
FILTERING

SKILLS 

LINEAR MODELING - 
VARIATIONS & 
EXTENSIONS

WEEK 05 / WEEK 07 /WEEK 06 / WEEK 08 /

SAMPLE CASE

Does there exist pay 
discrimination between 
men and women in your 
organization?
 

SAMPLE CASE

Can we detect patterns 
among specific consumers to 
identify potential fraud?

SAMPLE CASE

How can we predict the 
sentiment associated with 
a customer interaction?

SAMPLE CASE

How do I optimize promotions 
placement on an e-commerce 
website?
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INSTRUCTORS

Our teaching team features the premier data science and AI instructors in the world.

Our team of Teaching Assistants hails from leading global institutions including Stanford 
University, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and Princeton University. 
They include published authors of peer-reviewed technical and scientific papers, with 
thousands of hours of educational experience, including in Latin America. Each participant 
will have a dedicated Teaching Assistant located full-time in your class who will serve as an 
educator and career advisor for the duration of the program. Our teaching staff are not 
merely your educators, but your collaborators; they take personal pride in your work 
and are passionate about the potential for AI and Data Science to change your world!
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DAILY SCHEDULE &
TIME REQUIREMENTS

No DS4A class day is the same. However, many days will feature a combination of 
several components, including:

LECTURES
Led by our Lead Instructor, lectures typically occur in the morning of class days. Lectures 
follow the case method. They explore data science and AI through real-world examples. 
Lectures emphasize hands-on education and practical learning, so you are not learning 
by watching, but instead learning by doing. Lectures are interactive in several ways: 
you follow the material on a Jupyter notebook and can ask questions to both the Lead 
Instructor and TAs. Lectures promote learning that is practical, hands-on, and covers 
cutting edge topics in data science and AI!

EXTENDED CASE REVIEW
Led by TAs, this is a recap of your weekly case “homework”. The review is designed to be 
interactive, as you are able to personally ask questions to our on-site TAs, who can train 
you in-depth in the tools you need to solve data science problems. No question is too 
small; we encourage participants to explore difficult concepts and skills here!

PRACTICUM 
When you begin DS4A, you will be assigned a “Learning Team” based on your 
complementary skills and matching interests. You will work with this Team throughout 
the program, scoping, building, and eventually presenting a Practicum, which is a project 
where you can integrate data science knowledge to solve a real-world business problem. 
The Practicum has several purposes. They include applying your knowledge, developing 
ideas in a group setting, and ultimately giving you a tangible piece of elite data science 
work, which you may then use to display your abilities to potential employers.

SPEAKER SERIES
Leaders from across industries and sectors will come speak about how they use data 
science and AI in the real world. One class, it may be the CTO of a major corporation, 
and the next it may be a minister from a government agency.

The purpose is to expose you to the real uses of what you learn, and put you in direct 
contact with leaders in your fields. A typical DS4A day may look like:

8:00AM-12:30PM  —   LECTURES 
12:30PM-2:00PM  —   LUNCH
2:00PM-3:00PM    —   EXTENDED CASE REVIEW
3:00PM-5:00PM    —   TEAM WORK
5:00PM-6:00PM    —   SPEAKER SERIES AND Q&A

Note: the daily schedule specifics will differ based on time zones, but in all cities, classes 
will run from 8am - 6pm local time.  

Participants often socialize and network outside of class. Frequently, participants 
have lunch together and gather for socializing and dinner after class, often with the 
teaching team. Outside of class, participants will be required to spend 3-4 hours per 
week completing their Extended Cases, with additional time budgeted (3-5 hours) for 
Practicum work as needed.
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Extended Cases serve as the “homework assignments” of the program. They are 
structured as complex, multi-part business problems, and participants must leverage all 
of the skills they have learned from that week’s lectures in order to solve them properly.  
For example, an Extended Case might require participants to identify factors driving a 
website’s negative reviews and propose solutions.

Participants work on Extended Cases individually (not as a team). Extended Cases are 
given out in the middle of the day on Fridays, and participants work on them throughout 
the following week. Extended Cases are then submitted by the beginning of class the 
following Friday. Each extended case is designed to take approximately 5 - 6 hours to 
complete. There will be 4 hours of time allocated for participants to work on these on 
Fridays and Saturdays.

We encourage you to leverage other participants’ insights (through online forum) or TAs 
(through virtual office hours or direct communication) to solve issues related to these 
cases. During class, TAs will then review answers to the Extended Cases and critical 
concepts with you in person.

EXTENDED CASES

When you begin the course, you will be placed in a Learning Team, which typically con-
tains 4-6 participants. Participants are matched to a Team based on their skills, interests, 
and personal goals. We build teams that work well together, teach each other, and often 
become close friends. Throughout the course, and especially during the last 2 weeks, you 
will work with your Team on a data science Practicum.  The Practicum is a full project that 
requires end-to-end problem scoping, infrastructure building, modeling, and ultimately 
presentation.

The Practicum will be based on a real-world AI challenge at a leading Latin American tech-
nology company.  Through the Practicum, you will learn about an industry in-depth, and 
your project will solve a real problem, giving you invaluable experience. Your solutions will 
be presented to companies in the final weeks of class. And winning presentations will be 
awarded and recognized in front of the DS4A community.

Redacted Practicums may also become valuable professional collateral, showcasing your 
ability to make an impact with data science, from idea formulation to presentation. Practi-
cums are the cornerstone of the class.  It is the way participants advance their class learn-
ing to new depths, engage in deep teamwork, and solve real-world AI problems.

LEARNING IN TEAMS / PRACTICUM
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Our program provides you the chance to meet leading companies, build your network, 
and land a top job. At our Career Fair, you will present your work at DS4A to employers.  
Companies will get to know who you are — your skills, interests, and experience — and 
knowing you have been vetted and trained in the region’s top data science program, will 
offer you quality roles. Our DS4A graduates have gone on to leading roles at Fortune 500 
companies, major tech firms, and pioneering startups.

Your DS4A experience is built to last longer than 10 weeks. By plugging into this elite 
educational experience, you are investing in yourself through training and networking. 
DS4A graduates have gone on to found companies together, create weekly meet-up 
groups, and offer each other jobs, among thousands of other post-class interactions.

Our graduates join exclusive LinkedIn and WhatsApp groups, and stay connected as they 
share job offers, new ideas, and community events. DS4A is not just about education, it’s 
about a data science ecosystem.

DS4A features a Speaker Series designed to expose our participants to cutting edge data 
science and how it is applied today. Speakers will include CEOs and CTOs of Fortune 
500 companies and fast-growing startups as well as public sector and NGO leaders, like 
government ministers. Each speaker will discuss their perspective on how to use data 
science to change the world.

Our Speaker Series is not passive, either. You will get the chance to meet these speakers 
personally, ask them questions live, and talk to them at length during our Career Fair. We 
will have speakers live at each hub but also have speakers streamed from one hub to other 
hubs, depending on each speaker’s availability and value for each class. Speakers know 
you are the best of the best in terms of data talent, and they are eager to meet you.

RECRUITING DAYS

JOINING THE REGION’S 
TOP AI COMMUNITY

SPEAKER SERIES
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01 INCOME SHARE AGREEMENTS
The most popular way to pay for the program is through an Income Share Agreement 
(ISA). This requires absolutely no up-front payment. After you graduate and find a job 
with a high-enough salary, you start to make monthly payments of 15% of your salary. 
Your payments end after 30 months or once you pay $7,500, whichever occurs first. If you 
do not find a job that meets the minimum salary, you pay nothing. The idea is simple: we 
cover your tuition until you are in a position to pay us back. Please see below for the ISAs 
program details for your country. Note: if you already have a job, you can still opt to pay 
via the ISA. 

Attending DS4A / Latin America is an investment. We believe it’s an investment in your 
future — a better future. We strive to make the program affordable and accessible to 
everyone. There are three ways to pay for the program, as well as scholarships for cost-
free entry into the program for qualified applicants.

COST OF THE PROGRAM

In this option, your employer pays $5,000 USD for your participation in the program.  
Many employers have Learning & Development budgets that can help pay for your train-
ing. You should discuss with your employer to find out if this option is available to you.

In this option, participants can pay $5,000 USD themselves, either upfront or in 24 
monthly payments. We also offer merit-based scholarships, as detailed in the next page.

*Minimum Salary: Your ISA payments will begin ONLY after you find a job that pays you at least this amount annually.
**Max Payment Term: Your payments stop once you make 30 payments even if you don’t meet the Cap.  
***Cap: This is the maximum amount you would pay. Once you have paid this amount, your payments would stop 
irrespective of how many payments you have made. This is to protect participants from overpaying for the program. 

Total Self-Sponsorship Cost

BRL 21,000  

ARS 300,500

MXN 93,600 

COP 16.932.500 

Installments

24 Monthly Payments

24 Monthly Payments

24 Monthly Payments

24 Monthly Payments

Country

Brazil

Argentina

Mexico

Colombia

02 CORPORATE SPONSORSHIP

03 SELF SPONSORSHIP

Brazil

Argentina

Mexico

Colombia

Country

BRL  33,000

ARS  720,000

MXN 132,000

COP  17,000,000

Minimum Salary Before 
Payment is Due*

15%

15%

15%

15%

Income 
Share %

30 Months

30 Months

30 Months

30 Months

Max Payment 
Term**

BRL 32,000

ARS 500,000

MXN 140,000

COP 25,000,000

Cap***
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Correlation One offers cost-free admission into the program to exceptional applicants 
based on a variety of criteria, including performance in our assessment, academic 
excellence, professional experience, and geographic or personal background. These 
applicants are permitted to enter the program cost-free. To qualify for scholarships, 
participants must indicate on their application form that they would like to be considered 
for a scholarship. 

SCHOLARSHIPS

Participants enrolled in the program are eligible for certification upon successful 
completion of the program. To receive certification as a “Data Science For All / Latin 
America” graduate, participants must:

1. Attend at least 90% of lectures & activities 
2. Complete at least 75% of Extended Cases with a ‘Satisfactory’ rating
3. Contribute sufficiently to the completion of their Practicums. At the end of the 
program, we will conduct a survey whereby we ask each participant to rate how each of 
their teammates contributed to the Practicum; this information, in combination with TA 
judgment, will be used in determining certification.

Program graduates can highlight their certification to their existing employers or in 
interviews with potential employers, and also indicates membership in Latin America’s 
most prestigious AI community.

CERTIFICATION

At the end of the program, top-performing participants and top-performing teams will 
receive certain awards, which include both monetary prizes and recognition. Details of the 
awards will be shared with participants on the first day of class.

AWARDS
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DS4A propels graduates’ careers and changes lives. DS4A graduates have experienced 
career advancement, found new job opportunities, started companies, built professional 
networks and made friends for life. We pride ourselves on your success, and testimonials 
from some of our graduates are below:

PAST PARTICIPANT
TESTIMONIALS

ADRIÁN
“DS4A changed my life! By the final 
week, I had already received three 
job offers, including one from my 
dream company, Ecopetrol.”

JESSICA
“DS4A gave me the inspiration 
to make a major career change. I 
got an incredible job in healthcare 
through DS4A!”

KAREN
“Learning has been so inspiring! You can’t 
find this level of teaching anywhere else.”

CRISTIAN
“The program instructs you in com-
pletely practical skills. Everything 
is very useful. DS4A has allowed 
me to take on new projects at my 
company, like building a dash-
board visualization for business 
performance…I received a big 
promotion in less than one month!”

JAIRO
“I love the DS4A community. To be 
part of a group of passionate and 
talented people is a tremendous 
resource. I started a company with 
two fellow participants and our 
entire class still keeps in touch, 
sharing job opportunities & ideas!”

DS4A COLOMBIA:
WATCH VIDEO

https://youtu.be/czgpbJ-FrR0
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DISCLAIMER. This brochure is solely intended to provide information about the DS4A/Latin America program to prospective applicants. Results may differ for each participant 

and should not be construed as a guarantee of employment or increased income by Correlation One. Individuals applying do so at their own risk and understand that they are 

responsible for ensuring that they or their employer are responsible for all tuition and fees described in this brochure or as otherwise disclosed to applicants. 

The information contained on this brochure may not be relied on as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy limited partnership or comparable limited liability equity 

interests in any fund managed by a SoftBank Group Corp. (“SoftBank”) affiliated entity. Any information provided herein about SoftBank or its affiliated entities, including its 

affiliated portfolio companies (collectively, “Affiliates”) is provided for informational purposes only and has not been independently verified. SoftBank and its Affiliates are under no 

obligation to update such information. SoftBank and its Affiliates make no guarantee that enrollment in the program will result in employment at SoftBank or its Affiliates.  Nothing 

herein should be construed as an endorsement of any products or services or a recommendation of any equity or security by SoftBank or its Affiliates.

The AI & data talent market is broken. The shift towards a data economy is rapidly 
transforming the roles of 200M+ analytical workers, and enterprises and governments 
lack the tools to manage this transformation. 

Correlation One is the market leader in the data talent space. We enable companies to 
attract, assess and train analytical talent to build their data advantage. We have built an 
expert community of 200,000+ data scientists and 500+ relationships with the world’s 
leading universities in the US, China, UK, Canada and Ireland. 

Our global data science programs, including our signature Datathons, have helped foster 
the AI talent ecosystem in multiple regions around the world. Our programs have also 
earned worldwide recognition, including a Harvard Business School case study. 

We have developed custom talent solutions for some of the most sophisticated employers 
in the world, including Lyft, EY, Citadel, JP Morgan, Experian, Wayfair, Twitch, Two Sigma, 
Korn Ferry, University of Chicago, University of Michigan, Point72, Deloitte, and the 
National Science Foundation. 

ABOUT CORRELATION ONE

SoftBank invests in breakthrough technology to improve people’s quality of life around 
the world. The company invests in Latin American entrepreneurs who are transforming 
industries and shaping new ones.

With this program, SoftBank is seeking to build a local AI-ecosystem in Latin America and 
find new ways of discovering and training AI talent, to connect this talent with jobs.

To learn more, please visit https://global.softbank.

ABOUT SOFTBANK

Strategic Partners for DS4A / Latin America are Microsoft, IDB Lab, and iNNPulsa. We 
thank our strategic partners for helping to bring the program to fruition.

OUR STRATEGIC PARTNERS




